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Baffin Island adventure
(The 1977 South African Expedition)'
Michae1 Scott

The high pitched whine of 2-stroke Skidoo (snowrnobile) engines rent the early
morning sky. Snow spurned up into the air from spinning rubber tracks as the Inuit
(Eskimo) drivers strained and slewed their machines to budge the heavily laden
wooden kamootiks (sledges). Seven anxious mountaineers watched, then bent
shoulders to push, but to no avail. The soft new snow from the storm had put the
ice on Pangnirtung Fiord out of condition for travel, and Paul Fatti's team trudged
back up the hill to Ross Peyton's hotel to confer with Ross himself on whether
tomorrow might be better.

Craggy-faced Ross, with his huge full beard, was the entrepreneur, patriarch of
Pangnirtung and was our interpreter with the Skidoo drivers. These Inuit people
had been given the name 'Esquimaux' by the Red Indians, which means the
'eaters of raw meat'. We had nicknamed the huge one Big Ned, while Smiley had a
perennial gap-toothed grin, Smoothie was always suave, and- then old Cramps
joined us when Ross advised that a fourth sledge was necessary to lighten loads and
make a getaway possible. So tomorrow we would be heading for the big hills at
last. In this land of 24 hours daylight our night, day, time, and date sense was
already knocked into a confused muddle. Tomorrow could mean whenever you
woke up, while night was when the snow became more crisp as the temperature
dropped.

The Skidoo trip, of around I20km or so, on the vast, crystal-like sparkling
expanses of sea-ice was a gruelling 2 days of frozen numbness huddled on top of
the sledges dressed in every item of clothing we possessed against the biting cold
wind. The whine of these machines is responsible for impairing the hearing of
some 85% of the adult male population, but has revolutionized life in the arCtic in a
manner precedented only by the introduction of the rifle, which supplanted bow
and arrow hunting. Manhandling the machines through the seracs formed by the
tidal pressure ice near the shore was hard labour, and every moment we had visions
of a ski runner disappearing into a crevasse and all our crates rolling down into
the depths. Without our IOOOkg of food and equipment intact we would be unable
to operate efficiently.

Fanie sat astride a kamootik filming shots for his documenta.ry, while the rest
gave him frozen grins. Occasionally we reached quite a good speed, which made it
alarming when bumps on the ice were hit and the sledge would slew around crazil}.
Heading up Kingnait Fiord the scenery became very impressive. Waits rose sheer
from the ice all around us and stood like rows of quarried guardsmen flanking our
puny entrance down the frozen corridor. Camp the first night was pitched on the

. tim thick ice at midnight, and it still was light enough to take photographs.
Next morning the Inuit guides went seal hunting with their white canvas

camouflage unrolled down the front of the Skidoo, and were soon back carving up
and eating the raw meat. They offered us some, and a few brave souls even ventured
to try it.

I L. P. Faui (Leader); M.). Scou; A. Dick; R. H. Smithers;). Moss; L. Mallen; S. Van der
Merwe.
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After the second day's travel, a food dump was set up on the shores of Kingnait
Fiord at the entrance to the valley of lakes. From here a 15km walk took us to a
Base Camp site next to a South America shaped lake, so we named it 'Lakeside
Lodge'. For the first few loads we carried, the 7-8 hour walk was mostly over snow
and iced-up lakes, but travel by snow-shoe made it quick and easy. John did the
first walk dragging a frozen arctic Char (a delicious fish) all the way for our supper.
In later weeks, as the thaw commenced, lakes opened up, rivers broke into strong
gushing torrents and the walk became a devious and exhausting way through
Tundra bogs and thin ice covered slush ponds. Distances were dishearteningly
deceptive and one innocuous looking lake was a flat trudge of 50 minutes whereas
it looked like 5. It became named something quite unprintable. We initially settled
into a pattern of 'day' and 'night' shifts of 2 teams, depending on preference for
whether one wished to sleep or climb during the warmer hours. John Moss
remarked that we had seen enough of the Northern Lights-what we needed was
some'Darks'.

After settling into base, Paul, Tony and Lawrence did the first 4 hour slog up the
glaciated valley below the Tasuit Tower, and set up a small emergency tent on the
glacier at a site we called 'Alpen Glen'. This was ajoking reference to the total lack
of trees on Baffin. The dwarf arctic willows andbirches at best grovel on the ground
and never look more imposing than a bonsai. Baffin certainly is ideal holiday
country for lumberjacks. Above the tents, the alarmingly huge backdrop of snow
and slabs swept up to the unrelentingly steep, chiselled wall of golden granite. An
imposing corner of cracks above the last snow-field formed the only feature on this
gargantuan problem, and was adrenalin stimulating visual magnificence.

The team took some ropes to start fixing a route on the lower cliffs leading up to
the huge snow ledge where we hoped to make a climbing bivouac for the final
Alpine style push to the summit-IOOOm away up vertical rock walls of virgin
glaciated granite. Route finding was tricky and Paul described it as very cold, n.;rvy
climbing on highly unstable snow and ice covering the rock slabs. Lawrence had a
brutal introduction to snow and ice, which he had previously seen only in his
refrigerator. On the first pitch he was climbing solo, unroped, up lOOm of 500

angled snow (which is very steep and frightening until you are accustomed to it)
and one crampon came loose on his boot at a crucial moment, leaving him poised
on a glassy slope with his boot kicking uselessly for grip.

When they abseiled the 'day' shift, Richard, John and I then had a go and en
countered a diabolical section of 55m of iced-up cracks. This was so exhausting
that John just climbed until his arms packed up, then he was lowered on the rope
from a piton he had placed at the high point. I then went up the rope and took over
until the equipment ran out, whereupon Richard prusiked up with more, and took
the lead to reach the snow-ledge. This enabled the 'night' team to construct a
bivouac spot during their shift, and explore the base of the huge corner and crack
systems the proposed route would take, just as it started to rain. The weather had
turned so bitterly cold that fingers were cracking open from the climbing and the
face was so obviously out of condition and also dangerous with the constant
avalanches of rotten ice and snow falling down, that we all retreated to Lakeside
Lodge.

The next 8 days the weather was unbelievably bad. We were trapped in our tent,
which miraculously held out against the gale constantly lashing the canvas. Snow
spewed endlessly out of an impenetrable white gloom. Epic ventures outside for
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calls of nature invariably resulted in frost-nipped toes and hours of shivering in a
sleeping bag afterwards to warm up again. All the excitement Fanie had to film was
the sight of Paul making a small slam in bridge or the results of someone's efforts
at producing pancakes or pumpkin fritters.

On the ninth day the storm lessened and we fought our way out into a morass of
white. In what is known as a 'white-out', ie cloud at zero metres above snow, in
which no horizons or contours are discernable, Fanie and I were sent ahead to
break the trail and somehow had the luck to take a correct line up to Alpen Glen.
Alarmingly, a huge avalanche had swept across the slopes previously traversed,
giving us a lot more respect for the snow-fields hanging above our heads on the
cliffs. On the point of admitting that we were hopelessly lost and would never find
the Glen tents, we spotted a tiny dark pyramid on the snow just ahead. It was only
the very tip of the 2m-high tent sticking out above the snow! Hours of digging later
we could re-erect the tents, one of which had been flattened and the poles broken
by the weight of snow and ice on top of it.

We now decided that Paul and Tony would climb as a team and Richard and
John would be a team alternating with them in a serious, semi-siege attempt on the
wall, based from the snow-ledge. Logistics precluded more climbers taking part,
but safety considerations dictated that there should be 4 men up there at least, due
to the practical difficulties of one pair going it alone on the wall as dangerously
iced-up as it was. Lawrence, Fanie and I were to attempt an ascent of the Tower
from the back in case the N wall party did not make it to the top. During this
period, John, Lawrence, Fanie and [ made the third ascent of the Tasuit Spire, a
spectacular though minor peak on a ridge above Alpen Glen.

A new problem now reared its head. From Ernie Sieber on the radio we learned
that the 8-day blizzard had delayed the break-up of the pack ice, which would now
only occur after our deadline for leaving. The ice was too unstable to suppOrt
Skidoos, and not broken sufficiently to permit passage of freighter canoes. We
would have to backpack out, across 80km of mountains. At least 30km would be
over unknown territory including glaciers, mountain passes and river crossings,
where no other man had ever been and where the accuracy of the map was
untested. We were excited at the pmspect of this adventure but it would mean
knocking at least 5 days off our attempts on the N wall for the walk out. We had to
push for all we were worth to achieve anything now in a race against the clock.
While the face party battled in soaking wet conditions due to the melting ice, the
peak bagging team set off on a marathon trudge over the ridges and valleys behind
the peaks to try and find an alternate rOute up the Tower.

Starting on Saturday morning 18 June, when we made the second ascent of a
peak at the head of Glen Valley, and eventually finishing on the Tuesday after
noon, Lawrence and I began a 76-hour continuous shift interrupted only by a 2
hour sleep and two more one-hour naps. fanie accompanied us with his cameras,
and climbed the first few snow-domes until a point where a chasm berween two
peaks was spanned by a narrow rock-ridge. No rope had been available because all
equipment was in use on the face, so deeming it unsafe to climb solo with all his
heavy camera gear, fanie had to return, while we pressed on dog-tired and
sustained only by constantly munched glucose tablets, and a filthy squashed bar of
something edible which Lawrence found in his pocket.

Up and down, on and on and on and on we went as the kilometres were climbed
off. Lawrence's marathon training was paying off and he was going far better than I
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was, but even he felt that the hours and weary limbs and altitude and distance were
all becoming a blur as the Main Tasuit Snowdome was climbed, then a probable
first ascent of the Tasuit Castle was made and finally the ascent of the Tasuit Tower
was made via the W ridge, on Monday the 20th. The route of approach from the E
which we had done, was most likely a new route. It involved a pitch of mixed snow
and rock-climbing before the original route was joined on the summit ridge.

Lawrence and I were now constantly having to wake each other up as every time
we stopped for a rest on our ice-axes we would nod off. This was dangerous so,
lying down on flat rocks out of the wind, we slept for an hour. Waking was pain
fully forced on us by extreme cold. The toes of my boots had sprouted ice crystals
lcm long but I could not contemplate this sight for too long as some vigorous toe
kicking was needed to prevent frost-bite.

Tuesday lunchtime Fanie was sitting at Lakeside Lodge waxing his boots and
drying clothing when he looked up and saw 2 zombies shuffling into camp. In
minutes he was pouring tea and pancakes down us and we revived sufficiently to
be able to fall asleep properly at last!

Meanwhile the team on the face had decided that their high point of
approximately half-way was the best that time would allow. The next short section
of rock would be very hard going. Climbing, i~ Tony's words, was risky up to there
because of the constant chance of being hit by ice avalanching from summit seracs.
The climb was unrelentingly steep and completely out of condition. If the face had
been in the Alps and made that much noise before breakfast from avalanches, no
one would go near it! When laboriously clearing ice in the cracks, Tony would rain
down additional chunks of debris on Paul's head while he was belaying, and when
the sun melted the ice, both climbers would be drenched by water running off the
rocks.

Making the most of a settled period, Tony and Paul kept at it for a Herculean
20-hour stretch, doing climbing that at one stage demanded a crampon on one
foot and a PA on the other and at other times was just plain hard sweat in flaring
off-width cracks. Paul was so tired that quite unawares, while belaying, he started
hallucinating wildly about the great Inuit quiz show in which the $100,000 question
was 'When would the pack ice break up?'

Above him, Tony was busy falling off twice in succession Out of a vicious
chimney crack which needed a 3m arm with ostrich knee joints, for jamming
moves. Realizing that they were over-extending themselves, they came down to a
long overdue meal and sleep. Richard and John prusiked up the ropes but in the
short time remaining were unable to better Paul and Tony's high point, below the
lesser of the two great peapod recesses.

The time for retreat was upon us and all climbers now bent their backs under
monster loads to be carried down to the dump camp, hopefully to be picked up by
boat when the ice cleared later on in the season. The melt had advanced so far on
the Tundra that one major river had already become a hazardous crossing. We
waded it fully clothed and with boots or running shoes on the feet plus socks and
gaiters. Icy rushing water on bare skin sucked body heat out of the limbs too
rapidly to permit keeping clothes dry by not wearing them while crossing, and a
change to dry clothes on the other side was a matter of urgency to warm up after
wards.

We made every effort to minimize weight to be carried on the long walk out but
plenty of high energy food was going to be needed as well as fuel for cooking.
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Climbers groaned as they lifted their packs and changed their minds about adding
more food from the cache of good things we were leaving behind carefully packed
away. When Paul tried to weigh the packs on a small spring balance, all the springs
were ripped straight out by the first deadweight, so we never knew what loads we
carried.

The first day we toiled up steep snow-ridges to a col, then dropped 700m of
hard-won height into the next river-basin. On the descent, Fanie's snow-shoe
broke. This was serious-without snow-shoes one floundered hopelessly, sinking
into slushy snow up to the thighs. Some Heath Robinson repairs were effected with
the brilliance born of necessity. Nursing that shoe Fanie made it into transit camp
where Tony had going a sight for sore eyes-a real fire, the first and only one we
had on Baffin. He had scrounged tiny twigs from the Tundra to stoke up, and
already his billy was boiling on the flames for tea.

On day 2 we moved into unknown territory. Skilful route finding and good
deductions based on the map by Paul and Tony successfully led us 1000m up and
1000m down over a high, icy pass through some jagged and impressive peaks. This
crossing of the range was a useful contribution to the knowledge of this area and
was quite exciting exploring, especially as the contour intervals of 500ft could often
completely miss a feature such as a cliff (which might be 499ft high n.

Already at this stage Richard, our medical doctor, was treating men for swollen
Achilles' tendons, backache and numb toes from constantly wet boots. We camped
that night on the glacier below Turnweather Peak and the Guardians, and
collapsed exhausted after a huge 'spaghetti bash' supper, to everyone's delight
exceptJohn, who was dreaming constantly of roast beef and horseradish sauce.

Richard's wife was expecting their first child the day he returned to RSA and
Fanie had very complicated plane connections, so they elected to continue to
Pangnirtung next morning to make sure they got the unpredictable flight from
'Pang' in good weather. The rest of the team were to attempt an ascent of
Turnweather Peak.

Richard and Fanie had a gruelling 17 -hour trudge with a dangerous crossing of
a flooded river when they reached the fiord. Fanie used his large tripod as a support
to brace against the fierce current threatening to sweep them under any moment,
and they made it after a considerable struggle. Richard's feet were so swollen from
walking that he could not put his boots back on so he had to complete the walk in
running shoes. In addition he had an unsightly, blackened streak of frost-bite on
his nose, which caused some discomfort. When they collapsed in 'Pang' village,
with just one hour to go before their flight, it took Fanie quite some time to realize
what was wrong with him apart from fatigue-he was ravenously hungry.

The rest of us meanwhile made a thrilling first ascent of a fine rock-climbing
ridge, which led on to one of the minor summits of Turnweather, and had
breathtaking views into a tributary of the Weasel Valley. A precipitous gap
separated the Ridge Peak from the Main Peak and, as time was running short and
the weather was rapidly worsening with a bitter wind blowing, we decided to return
to camp.

An easier day and a half was taken on the last leg, but the river crossing was no
less of a problem. John tried coming across in socks only, with no boots on, and he
nearly froze his toes off. Everyone noticed how important it was to avoid looking at
the surface of the water screaming past which had an upsetting mesmeric effect.
After drying out and cooking a meal, the long trek continued down the fiord,
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sometimes jumping erie of floating ice-floes, and often squelching through the
incredible spongy mauress-like Tundra bogs for kilometres at a time. At one tage
a light Cessna plane droned past in [he oppo ite direction and waggled its wing,

possibly 10 sympathize with our lower mode of progre s.
Finally, it was over juSt when our feet and shoulders thought it would never be.

There wa the air trip, there wa the twin engine Otter waiting 10 take u 10

Frobi her Bay, and there were all the good friends we had made in Pangnirtung. It
was 30June, and we had anived with only 2t hours to pare.

As we loaded the plane we heard jokingly from Ernie ieber that, of the
passenger in the light aircraft that had flown pa t us outside Pang, the least famou
was Sir Edmund Hillary! He wa taking ome ofU A' top management executives
for a wilderne s 'experience' in the Owl Valley, where it i ju t possible 10 land a
plane. Well, we would not have missed our walk out in favour of a plane ride, and
10 [he keen Canadian group of mountaineers who had juSt arrived at the airfield
and were a king all about it, we replied 'it' a great adventure in there'.

Long-lasting effects of high altitude
climbing: Fact or fancy?
Charles Houston'

Does altitude leave permanent car on rho e who tay too long or 100 often high in

the cold thin air? Are there persistent deficits, subtle but nevertheless detectable,
which can be attributed to lack of oxygen on high mountains? The que tion is of
more than academic intere t 10 the increasing number of mountaineeJ's who spend
day and week above 6000m, above the level where deterioration out trip
acclimatization. And those of us whose faculties are failing may wonder how much
can be blamed on the great day on high mountains, and how much i due to
natural aging processes. This brief note reports the result of a simple survey of
persons who have gone very high or stayed for very long.

It is, of cour e, well known that persons who climb too high tOO fast are vulner
able 10 various forms of altitude illness such a High Altitude Pulmonary Edema
(HAPE to us Americans), or Cerebral Edema (CEl. Though some die from HAPE,
the majority recover completely though they may perhaps have intrinsic suscep
tibility. In contrast, CE often leaves permanent damage: several of the severe cases
which John Dickinson and I reported in Lancet (IS Oct, 1975) are likely never to
regain full faculties. Accidental asphyxia from trauma, cardiac arrest, or poisoning
results in brain edema too (also from the lack of oxygen) and if prolonged or severe

Charles S Hou ton, M.D., 77 Ledge Road, Burlington, Vermont 05401. I would like
to thank the many people who lOok a great deal of time 10 write such fa cinating

letters and will be happy 10 corre pond further on the ubjecl.
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